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Welcome to the latest edition of
the ASTL member newsletter
We received a lot of positive feedback about the
first edition last month and many of our members
and associate members have been in touch with
offers to contribute content and comment, so
thank you all for your feedback and input.

NEWS INSIDE
•

Annual Conference

•

Sentiment Survey

•

Lobbying Activity

•

Market Update

•

Have Your Say

•

Until Next Time

While we can’t feature everyone in every edition,
we will ensure that over time you will all have the
opportunity to have your say and contribute to the
newsletter.
In the meantime, if you have anything that you
would like to see included in the newsletter, or
feedback on the content or format, please contact
Alex Hammond.

Annual Conference
You have hopefully seen that we have announced

table, garden – in fact, anywhere you have access

the date and format for our Annual Conference,

to an internet connection!

which will take place on the morning of Tuesday
22nd September.

We have also opened up the Conference to as
many people from your organisation who want to

This year will be slightly different to previous

attend, and it’s free! So, please share these initial

years. COVID 19 will not stop us from getting

details with any of your colleagues for whom you

together, but this year we will meet virtually for a

think it may be relevant.

shorter, meaningful couple of hours with top class
speakers and what we intend should be an active
panel debate.

We’re generating the agenda for the Conference
at the moment, and we are intending that it will
provide even more thought-provoking content

To ensure that the conference moves seamlessly,

and debate than previous years, with details to be

we have joined up with the team from Financial

published soon.

Reporter to deliver a Virtual Conference that you
can enjoy from the comfort of your desk, kitchen

Pre-Registration is open now at
www.astlconference.com
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Sentiment Survey
Thank you to those members who took part in

■

Overall, 41% of lenders expect the turnover

the latest Sentiment Survey and we circulated

of the bridging finance sector to grow in the

the results of this last week. The headlines of the

next six months, with 36% saying they think it

research were:

will shrink. However, 43% of lenders say they

■

think that house prices will fall in the next six

Bridging lenders are upbeat about the long

months, with just 24% expecting there to be

term prospects for the UK economy despite

slight growth.

the uncertain outlook and immediate
challenges faced by the sector. More than

■

■

Competition in the sector is unlikely to

64% of bridging lenders are confident about

increase in the second half of 2020, with just

the long-term prospects for the UK economy,

5% of lenders saying they think competition

compared to just 50% when the survey was

will increase, while 57% say that competition is

run in June last year.

likely to decrease.

Lenders are split on the immediate prospects

■

Seven in 10 bridging lenders (68%) are

for their own businesses, with 41% saying they

concerned about the capacity of the courts to

expect the turnover of their business to grow

deal with the caseload when the enforcement

in the next six months, matching the 41% who

moratorium is lifted.

think their turnover will shrink.

Lobbying Activity
We are pleased to announce that we have
made progress in our communications with HM
Treasury to request a collaborative approach with
regards to changes to the current enforcement
moratorium.
This Thursday, 30th June, we have a call scheduled
between representatives of the Treasury and
representatives of the ASTL, including Vic Jannels,
Jonathan Newman and Ray Cohen. We will report
back on the outcome of the conversation as it
develops and we firmly believe that by using
this issue as a platform, we can put the ASTL in
a stronger position to input into both this, and
future policy decisions.
We are also gaining wider traction within the
industry and this month, both FIBA and Simply
Biz have committed to supporting the ASTL in
our objective to achieve a more representative
voice for the short term lending industry and our
customers. We will, of course, keep you updated
on any future developments.
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MARKET UPDATE

The number of lenders entering
the market had been growing

This month’s market update

industry recovering from the

exponentially in recent years,

has been provided by Paresh

coronavirus pandemic, I believe

and as a result the industry

Raja, CEO of Market Financial

the bridging market has reached

had become increasingly

Solutions gives his opinion on

a critical crossroads in its

competitive.

the impact of the COVID-19

evolution.

I believe that COVID-19 will

Established bridging

lead to some consolidation of

lenders have played a vital

this market, as lenders who’ve

In times of economic crisis, I’ve

role supporting property

survived previous periods of

learnt that there are always

transactions throughout the

economic turbulence will be

opportunities for innovation,

lockdown. With mortgage

separated from the somewhat

growth, and progress if one

providers retreating from

inexperienced firms who

retains with the right mindset

the market, bridging lenders

haven’t.

throughout.

stepped up to support those

If we’re now firmly on the road

“

pandemic on the bridging
market:

Such creative thinking led to
the rise of the bridging loan

in the middle of a property
transaction.

out of the pandemic, there
are good reasons for lenders,

industry in the aftermath of the

Specialist finance firms take

brokers and borrowers to be

2007/2008 credit crunch.

an objective view of each

optimistic about the future.

applicant and deliver a loan that

Those seeking bridging loans

is individually tailored to their

this year will enjoy a market full

circumstances. There is no one-

of lenders who’ve used COVID-19

size-fits-all method employed

as an opportunity to refine

like there are at traditional

their craft and improve upon

firms so when an application

the efficiency of their services.

is successful – the funds can

It’s safe to say that the novel

be deployed with remarkable

coronavirus has proven that

speed.

bridging loans are here to stay.

albeit different, crisis to adapt
to. With the bridging sector
now accumulatively worth over
an impressive £4 billion, the
number of lenders present in
the market was growing at a
substantial rate before the virus
hit. Now, with the property

“

COVID-19 represents another,
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HAVE YOUR SAY

this working group and which interests are

Each month, we will offer members the

consumers are having their loans called in, and it’s

opportunity to write about an issue of their

really urgent.

choosing.

being represented. We are at a stage now where

The crux of the issue is this. Going to court, with or

This month, Jonathan Newman, Senior Partner

without COVID, is about being able to pursue your

at Brightstone Law, comments on reports that

legal right. Having your case heard is something

peer-to-peer lender, Growth Street, has given its

that should be available to everyone – individual

116 borrowers three months’ notice to pay back

or business. We have faith in our courts system,

their loans as it is closing the platform.

and rightly so. We trust that judges will act

“

This is a real-life example of how current
government policy is resulting in consumer
detriment. Change is needed.

proportionately and within the discretion provided
to them by legislation – they have the power to
identify exceptional cases as well as to refuse or
extend enforcement, for example. Default claims

Lenders across all areas of the market have built

do not all end with people being removed from

a model for their business that assumes a certain

their houses – the vast majority are resolved before

recovery rate and when they are unable to achieve

then. It is a process.

this recovery rate for a prolonged period, the
model falls down.

And there would be huge practical benefits to
opening the process. According to HM Courts

Growth Street illustrates that funding issues are no

& Tribunals Service, a system that is used to

longer just a lender problem, but also a consumer

processing more than 38,000 each week has

problem. Policy needs urgent but careful revision

dropped to fewer than 5,000 during some weeks,

and a more balanced approach, but nobody in

indicating the scale of the logjam that is waiting

a position of authority appears to be listening.

to hit the courts system. This logjam, combined

nor do they understand the ripple effect of a one

with the reduced capacity of the courts as they

dimensional policy.

implement procedures to enable social distancing

At the beginning of June it was announced by

means that there are going to be huge delays

the Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local

when they do resume, and the situation is only

Government that a judiciary-led, cross-sector

going to get worse by continuing to extend the

working group was being established “to address

moratorium.

so far as practicable matters affecting litigants and

The moratorium has certainly succeeded in its

the courts when the present stay on possession

primary objective, which was to keep people in

proceedings is lifted.” I’ve been trying very hard

their homes, but it is one piece of legislation that

to participate in this group to help provide a

is creating a butterfly effect elsewhere, with a

balanced view and insights and expertise from

detrimental impact on lenders, the courts and,

the lending community, but so far, my offers to

most pertinently, consumers.

have to get clarity on what is happening within

“

engage have been unsuccessful. However, we

Until Next Time
We hope you have found the second edition of the ASTL newsletter interesting and informative. If
you have any feedback, or would like to register your interest to contribute in the future, please
contact Alex Hammond. Until next time, stay safe.
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